Graduates of this program will work as specialists in:

- Retail and wholesale representatives
- Logistics
- Ocean transportation
- Freight forwarders
- The United States government
- Trade compliance
- Shipping
- Importing and exporting

Become a vital link in the chain of commerce...

Earn a supply chain management certification;

IT CAN TAKE YOU PLACES.

Career Opportunities

- Bilingual Marketing Representative
- Customer Service/Order
- Freight Forwarder
- Logistics
- Product Manager
- Traffic Manager
- Traffic Clerk
- Traffic Coordinator
- Port/Nautical Management
- Supply Chain

Type: Technical

Location: North Campus

Bachelor’s Degree or Associate - You’ll receive a new certification, with an emphasis in Business, Entrepreneurship or Accounting. The program will provide you with hands-on real-world experience and the skills you’ll need to succeed in your career.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management Salary Range: $13 - $20 per hour

Traffic Clerk Median Salary: $27,160

San Jacinto College graduates contribute nearly $690 million each year to the Texas workforce.

For more information, please call 281-459-7177, visit www.sanjac.edu, or follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

About San Jacinto College

San Jacinto College is committed to the goals and aspirations of a diverse population of approximately 30,000 credit and non-credit students. The College offers 186 degrees and certificates, with 46 technical programs and a university transfer division. Students benefit from a campus environment that places equal emphasis on research and job training programs that emphasize employability.
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San Jacinto College is dedicated to providing educational opportunities for everyone throughout the region. San Jacinto College graduates contribute nearly $690 million each year to the Texas workforce.
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will be available beginning January 2015.

Certification exams by the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals. Courses are offered by the following institutions: State University of New Jersey, followed by Northwestern University, and Rutgers, The College, Georgia Institute of Technology, St. Petersburg College, Union County College, Harper College, Long Beach City College, Florida State College at Jacksonville, Community College, Essex County College, with Broward College, Columbus State Community College and other institutions interested in participating. The program will consist of eight modules in total and will be available at no cost to the learner.

TAA/CCCT LINCS CERTIFICATION TRACK

The East Baton Rouge Parish Community College opens for you!

The San Jacinto College international business maritime and logistics program:

- Provides field experience that offers hands-on experience as logistics interns with companies in the Houston area.
- Teaches students about international purchasing and sourcing, international marketing strategies, and offers a solid foundation in import/export management processes, world economics, licensing and documentation, U.S. Customs regulations, and political-legal factors in the foreign trade environment.
- Becomes a vital link in the chain of commerce with a degree from San Jacinto College. Our program teaches you the complexities of successfully operating in the international maritime trade and global maritime management.
- Is designed to prepare students for careers in maritime transportation, international logistics, and global supply chain management industries.
- Offers a full foundation in import/export management processes, world economics, licensing and documentation, U.S. Customs regulations, and political-legal factors in the foreign trade environment.
- Provides field experience that offers hands-on experience as logistics interns with companies in the Greater Houston Area.

CERTIFICATIONS

Certiﬁcations are available at no cost to the learner with a grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration to the LINCS in Supply Chain Management consortium.

This document was funded in whole by a $24.5M TAACCCT grant awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration.

CERTIFICATION OVERVIEW

Supply Chain Operations

Provides an overview of the internal and external processes, strategic planning, and decision making that take place in the supply chain. Explores the importance of the individual roles and emphasis on the importance of the individual roles and responsibilities in the supply chain. Explores the role of logistics in the management of the supply chain and the impact that logistics has on the overall success of the supply chain.

Transportation Operations

Provides an overview of transportation management and logistics, with a focus on transportation and logistics operations. Explores the role of transportation management and logistics in the management of the supply chain, and the impact that logistics has on the overall success of the supply chain.

Warehousing Operations

Focuses on different types of warehousing, storage, and handling, strategic planning, the effect of design and service decisions on logistics, cost and customer service.

Customer Service & Order Fulfillment

Focuses on the importance of evaluation, selection, and maintenance of external supply chain partners. Focuses on order fulfillment and service operations activities from the initial inquiry all the way through to post sales service. Explores the impact customer service decisions have on supply chain operations.

Demand Planning

Provides an overview of demand planning strategies, including forecasting, inventory planning, and production planning. Explores the role of demand planning in the management of the supply chain, and the impact that logistics has on the overall success of the supply chain.

Procurement

Focuses on the importance of evaluation, selection, and maintenance of external supply chain partners. Focuses on order fulfillment and service operations activities from the initial inquiry all the way through to post sales service. Explores the impact customer service decisions have on supply chain operations.

Manufacturing & Service Operations

Focuses on the importance of evaluation, selection, and maintenance of external supply chain partners. Focuses on order fulfillment and service operations activities from the initial inquiry all the way through to post sales service. Explores the impact customer service decisions have on supply chain operations.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GETTING INVOLVED

- Schedule a program presentation for your workplace
- Conduct mock interviews with participants
- Consider our participants for your employment opportunities
- Offer tuition reimbursement to your employees for program participation
- Share the LINCS program information with your partner organizations
- Dual credit through Transportation Distribution Logistics Pathway at Texas High Schools
- Give us feedback

Call it a problem of supply and demand. With global operations becoming more complex, companies in manufacturing, retail and technology are scrambling to hire people with supply chain expertise. But these experts are hard to come by.